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4 A’s that make Network Bulls’ Labs the Best Cisco 
CCNA, CCNP, CCIE Training Labs in the WORLD
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Network Bulls has become the synonym of Top Cisco CCNA, CCNP & CCIE Training in the world. Every year 
over 3 thousand students enroll themselves with NB for Cisco training. 14400+ students have done their Cisco 
CCNA, CCNP & CCIE Certifications in various tracks in last 7 years. One of the remarkable milestones of 
Network Bulls has been delivering over 90% first attempt CCIE Success rate for two consecutive years 2015 
and 2016.



And the major contributor in this success has been Network Bulls' Cisco Training Labs. For Cisco networking 
aspirants practical on real devices is really critical and that is why training institutes having advanced and real 
Cisco devices are a good option. Our Labs are among the world's top 3 Cisco Training Labs but what makes it 
one of the best in the world. Let's explore the 4 A's behind it. 

Also read: CCIE Lab and Written exam policy changes by Cisco

1. Availability of all necessary latest & real Cisco devices

The most important factor that makes a Cisco training lab world class is the availability of latest as well as 
advanced real Cisco devices. Lab training is an indispensable part of Networking. As we all know Cisco keeps 
upgrading its technology and course curriculum so practicing on old devices or through simulators must be 
avoided.

Students must choose a training company that runs a Cisco lab which is regularly upgraded and is well equipped 
with real devices. Practicing on real Cisco devices is very essential for all aspirants aiming to achieve CCNA, 
CCNP and CCIE certifications.

Network Bulls CCNA Lab

Network Bulls labs are well equipped and fully loaded with latest Cisco devices, labs are arranged as per Cisco 
Certification levels i.e. CCNA, CCNP & CCIE. In NB CCNA Labs students can practice with Routers of 1841, 
2611xm, 2801 and 2811 series; Switches of 2950, 2960 and 3550 Series. This makes Network Bulls, The #1 
CCNA Training Training Institute in India.

Network Bulls CCNP R&S, Security and Collaboration Lab

Network Bulls lab has separate CCNP practical sections fully equipped with multiple racks with all relevant 
devices. Under Network Bulls CCNP Lab, students can work on Routers - 1841, 2611xm, 2801, 2811, 2911, 
3640, 3825, 2911 series; Switches - 3550, 3560, 3750 series; ASA Firewalls - 5510, 5512x, 5515x, IPs - 4240, 
4255; Iron Port - S170; ISE - 3315 and IP Phones - 7961, 7970, 9971.

Network Bulls CCIE Lab 

Known as World's Biggest CCIE Training Lab, we have all the racks fully equipped according to Cisco's CCIE 
Lab exam equipment checklist. Having multiple racks for CCIE Routing & Switching V5, CCIE Security 
Version 5 and CCIE Collaboration Lab exam preparation, NB's CCIE Lab is undoubtedly the most admirable 
CCIE training facility across the globe.

2. Accessibility of Labs is 24x7

At Network Bulls, we have always put great emphasis on practice and practical training. We understand the 
importance of hands-on training and that no amount of theoretical learning will suffice if there’s no practical 
learning. This is exactly why we’ve kept our labs open round the clock.

Yes, you heard it right !!
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Network Bulls labs are accessible to students 24x7, day and night, 365 days in a year. That is why our 
student love our labs and practice as per their convenient schedule. We provide access to fully-stacked racks to 
every student joining Network Bulls. This arrangement makes for a smooth and quality learning curve for all the 
students. On top of this CCIE Lab Training rack access is allowed for 45 days after the training as well. Isn't it 
awesome??

3. Assistance in the lab - A CCIE Lab Instructor will never be far 
away

A world class lab will have people to walk you through during problems. There will be times when you’ll 
encounter challenges and obstacles while you practice. The presence of an instructor or a trainer in the lab will 
always be helpful during such situations. 

At Network Bulls you will always find either a lab instructor or trainer to help you around. Our lab instructors & 
trainers are CCIE Certified. While doing practice having support of a right lab instructor or trainer is just 
blessing. With their help you can learn easily and correct way of working on devices. Have a look at our 
Amazing Team of CCIE Trainers here.

4. Aspirational Learning Environment 

CCIEs inspire others to be a CCIE. The learning environment is always infectious and matters a lot. Cisco 
aspirants should choose a CCIE training institute which has vastly experienced and CCIE Certified trainers
as well as very high CCIE Success rate. CCIE is world’s highest paid and most demanded IT certification; this 
means it is equally tough to pass.

So only professionals who have successfully passed CCIE can teach you or guide you on “How to clear CCIE 
exams in 1st attempt or in fewer attempts?”

Network Bulls has the biggest team of CCIE Certified trainers and highest 1st attempt CCIE Success rate. For 
the past two years CCIE 1st attempt success rate at Network Bulls has been over 90% and that is World’s 
Highest. That makes learning environment at Network Bulls’ Cisco Lab as aspirational as it can get. When you 
see everyone around you chasing same dream, it's easy to find synergy and motivation to achieve your CCIE 
dreams. 

Recommended read: Do's & Don'ts of CCIE Exam Preparations 

Conclusion 

Network Bulls' Cisco CCNA, CCNP & CCIE Training Labs are ideal destination for networking aspirants who 
wish to achieve excellence as well as CCIE Certification. 14400+ Students from all over the world trusted it till 
date and counting. 

https://www.networkbulls.com/nb-technical-team
http://blog.networkbulls.com/top-10-secret-tips-to-clear-ccie-in-1st-attempt-dos-donts-of-ccie-exam-preparations


The best part of Network Bulls labs are - Real & Latest Cisco Devices, 24x7 Lab accessibility and round the 
clock CCIE Certified lab instructor's support. Along with this NB labs have different sections for CCNA, 
CCNP & CCIE level practical training, making Network Bulls the absolutely the Best Institute for CCIE 
Training in India. These features make Network Bulls Labs amongst the top 5 Cisco training labs in the world.

We invite you to visit our labs and see for yourself the amazing world-class infrastructure that we have set in 
place. Remember to give us a buzz at our toll-free number - 1800-3070-7628 in case of any query, international 
students can connect with us over +91-8745885377.
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